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Inner Beauty
Abstract
The artist references images captured by electron microscope photography of Dopamine, DNA, and the
process of Mitosis (specifically occurring in the human body). Through the use of photoshop the artist was
able to manipulate the images of Dopamine, DNA, and Mitosis to create low polygonal artwork. The artist
created 15,000-30,000 individual triangles, piecing them together using photoshop to create the images that
they were referencing. The body is an amazing spectacle rarely looked at from within by artists. Many find
beauty on the surface of the body, but when explored further, the body has much more to offer. The artist is
focused on bringing out the beauty from within the by echoing patterns, symmetry, and rhythm, that were
used to create breathtaking anatomical structures. Science, Art, and Technology come together in this series to
inspire the audience to look deeper than the surface to see beauty.
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The artist references images captured by electron microscope photography of Dopamine, DNA, and the process of Mitosis (specifically 
occurring in the human body). Through the use of Photoshop the artist was able to manipulate the images of Dopamine, DNA, and 
Mitosis to create low polygonal artwork. The artist created 15,000-30,000 individual triangles, piecing them together using Photoshop 
to create the images that they were referencing. The body is an amazing spectacle rarely looked at from within by artists. Many find 
beauty on the surface of the body, but when explored further, the body has much more to offer. The artist is focused on bringing out the 
beauty from within the by echoing patterns, symmetry, and rhythm, that were used to create breathtaking anatomical structures. Science, 
Art, and Technology come together in this series to inspire the audience to look deeper than the surface to see beauty. 
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